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A recipe to resolve ordering ambiguities is the quantum hamil-

tonian of eupersyrametric theoriee is suggested. The Weyl ordering

prescription for supercharges operators should be employed to

preserve SUSY algebra on the quantum level. The quantum hemiltoni-

an does not generally coincide with the Weyl ordered classical

hamiltonian, the difference being due to the fact that the Weyl

symbol of anticommutator of supercharges does not generally coin-

cide with the Poisson bracket of their Weyl symbols (i.e. the

classical hamiltonian). The suggested procedure is applied in the

examples of N=1 and N=2 supersymmetric U -models analyzed in

the constant field limit.

(С) Институт теоретическое и вксперимеитальной физике, 1 9 8 5



It 1в well known that reconstruction of quantum hamiltoni&n

by its classical counterpart involves ambiguities ±a sufficiently

complicated theories. The simplest example where such an ambiguity

appears is free notion along a Bieaann manifold. In this case the

classical hamiltonian is given by the expression

where the metrics pL I y,J is a nontrivial coordinate function.

When trying to quantize this hamiltonian we immediately run into

the problem: which order of the Qoncommuting quantum operators
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and 9 °l 9,) should be chosen. A number of
r & I * - • ** -л | *л ;: -л

different quantum operators.' 3f.$
/J
/V/^' » J [ p i $ fj

 e t c
«
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the sane classical limit. Auxiliary argumentation is necessary to

make a choice between these possibilities. A popular choice is

so that the operator Q H* 9 coincides with the covariant

Ylaplaoian acting on the wave functions Г I £ ' normalised by

the condition

(3)

(hereafter we assume the manifold to be compact). It should be

noted, however, that the covariance requirement does not preclude

adding to the r.h.a. of eq.(2) the term *• Ц f\ multiplied by an

arbitrary factor. Different ways of reasoning result in different
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valuee for this factor . Vote also that the operator ordering

ambiguity in a hamiltonian is in one-to-one correspondence with

the ambiguity in the path integral definition for the «volution

operator »*»' .

In supersymmetric theories the situation is completely dif-

ferent. We should require the classical supersyametric algebra

(4)

(tha symbol'] /ад stands for the Poisson bracket) to be preserved

on the quantum level. This requirement^dictates a definite way of

ordering in the operators w' and Q *"

The statement just formulated is not new (see, e.g., the

discussion of particular supersyametric models in ). Our obser-

vation is that a general recipe of quantization applicable in any

studied example and seemingly in any supersymmetric theory exists.

We employ the operator ordering procedure suggested by Weyl
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more than a half a century ago elaborated by Moyal and gene-

ralized to the fermion degrees of freedom case by Berezin and

5

q
llarinov . The Weyl procedure is in many respects "the most

natural". It is discussed is «ietaila in the excellent review

and here we restrict ourselves by brief reciting the most impor-

tant definitions and properties.

Let a function A (pl
?
 f,') f * ̂  V be defined

on the phase space of a dynamical system involving both bosonic

(Pi Qi)
 a n d f e r m i o n i c

 (^\^/ degrees of freedom. Ihe cor-

respondence between the quantum operator А С Pi у ̂ l \ Ц* *
t
 '/'V



/p. = / \/\Q • » L P * £ ^/<) ̂  / and the classical function

(' a.' \L* и**) is established by the following rule:

,..<-«. 7"О л»-. -/ ' г г , т» •.
 л
 л . (5а)

L ) I I t J

provided

(5b)

Then A is called the Weyl ordered operator corresponding to

the classical phase space function X and» in turn, A. is the Weyl

symbol of the operator A* She definition looks somewhat awkward

but its physical sense is rather clear: the canonical coordinates

and momenta should enter the operator A. symmetrically in every

case where ordering controversion appears. E.g., function pq cor-

responds to the operator / p Я -t 9 f J/-*- etc.

Xhe Weyl symbol of the product of two operators does not co-

incide generally with the product of their Weyl symbols (thus the

operator f> £ has the Weyl symbol (>Q - iti/2?fp. We write
down a general expression for the Weyl symbol of the (anti)commu-

tator of two operators (the anticommutator if both A and В are

Grr.ssmanian-odd function and the commutator otherwise) which we

shall need later.
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Here <•/ Д 5 /
м
 A defines the Moyal bracket of two opera-

tors originally introduced in ref. for boaonis systems. In tbe

lowest order in the lloyal bracket coincides with the standard

Foisaon bracket. If A and Б are "linear enough" the contribution

of the higher terms is zero. Generally, they should be accounted

for.

So, we return to the question of quantization of supersymmet-

ric theories. Our prescription consists in choosing 7eyl ordered

supercharges as a quantum counterpart to the classical superchar-

ges expressed via canonical coordinates and momeata. We may ask:

i a
 the classical supersymmetry algebra (4) preserved as an algeb-

ra of (anti)commutators of quantum operators defined in such a

way? It is so indeed in all the considered examples and thus the

supersymmetry algebra is preserved on the quantum level. We can-

not, however, present a
-
 general proof for this fact. Moreover, it

10—1"

may be not true in some cases. E.g«» in refs. an argumen-

tation is given that the K=2 supersymmetric two-dimensional v -

model involves a quantum supersymmetric anomaly and central char-

ges are spontaneously generated. (Of course, this does not take

place in the quantum mechanics of the JT=«2 SUSY (F-model, the

anomaly being specific of the field theory).
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Consider now the particular examples. Let us dwell upon

(0+1)-dimensi6nal If—1 (f— model. The classical supercharges and

hamiltonian have the following form in this model

where ^l»£ * ~€щ' fj.'£g "+ /7t € / / are spin connections.
The quantum operators corresponding to eqs.(7,8)' were built ear-

lier basing on the differential form interpretation of wave func-

tions *" . We build them following our own prescription. One

can be easily convinced . that the Weyl ordered operators

corresponding to eq.(7) have the form

-^Fei (ft* *4fcFV
«//V „-t/9

The "wrappings" "-4 •• • 4 r have the same origin as in eq. (2)

being due to the fact that the quantum operators thus defined act

on the wave functions i ( £*. У" ' normalized by the condition

' P J$



A more common definition includes the factor

the integration measure (cf.eq.(3))« Under this choice the "wrap-

pings" disappear and quantum supercharges coincide with the known

expressions. The quantum hamiltonian can be found by a straight-

forward calculation of the anticommutator of supercharges (9).

The result is

-4-

where Jf- ~ /?• -/• ̂  U/
4
"̂ ^ / Ц*

ц
 Ф • ^7 Ьаз the sense of a

laplacian
 ac
ting on differential forms 5 different components of

Now we will obtain this result in another way calculating

first the iYeyl symbol of the quantum hamiltonian as the Moyal

bracket (6) of the classical supercharges (7). 2he first term of

hyperbolic sine expansion is just the Poisson bracket of classical

supercharges, i.e. the (doubled) classical hamiltonian. She case

un^er consideration is nontrivial enough for the higher terms in

1*1 contribution be nonzero. In particular, the term -̂  ч cont-

ributes so that the final answer In

2 Ь

The appendix ̂ 4 to n is noncovariant and looks ra-

ther weird. Nonetheless, it is necessary. To be convinced in it.



let us find the Weyl ordered operator corresponding to /y .We

see then that besides Я '/f Й thu noncovariant supplement

appears which, cancels exactly the second tens in the r.h.a. of

eq.(12) .

Incidentally, note that the Weyl ordered operator correspond-

ing to the classical hamiltonian of the standard (/"-model (1) is

also noncovariant being equal to

(13)

Honcovariance of rl is due to noncovariance of the path in-

tegral for the evolution operator which corresponds to the Weyl
LSI

prescription of operator ordering* It is given b"

.her. € = b ttM i t?
In refs. •* a covariant expression for Q 19/'и) Чм)

«as postulated which resulted in the covariant expression for the

corresponding quantum hamiltonian.

Consider now the № 2 SUSY (Г -model. For simplicity we rest-

rict ourselves by the case of a two-dimensional manifold* Seducing

the two-dimensional lagragian of ref. * we get
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2
 (15)

where *l(№if' is an arbitrary function of complex Coordinates

and £F , ^a- J^4 *^l e v i i e the curvature of the mani

fold, Ц*л is the two-component spinor (or«rather, has been a

epinor in the (1+1)-dimensional theory) with the properties

The supercharges and hamiltonian can be found in a standard way

where \l(7l/ are boaonic canonical momenta and Г
=
 fk*f^ , f

s
»4 y»

are canonleally conjugated variables. The expressions for the

»«yl ordered quantum aupercharges coincide with eq.(i6), the cla-

••ioal MMwnta TfiflJ and Ц* being substitutted by the cor-

responding differential operators and the order of symbols in

eq.Ofi) being preoerved . Calculating directly the Hoyol brackets

(6) of the supercharge* we may be convinced that the classical

extended auperayametry algebra is preserved on the quantum level.
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lowever, by the full analogy with H»1 case the Moyal bracket

л Qj. Q 44 A acquires a contribution from tie higher in И terms

and is given by

(18)

(we hope, the similar notation for the metrics h and the Plank

constant Ц will produce no confusion). The quantum hamiltonian

with the Weyl symbol given by the square bracket in eq.(18) has

the form (cf.ref. *

Ihe suggested prooedure can be applied not only to (/ -mo-

dels. Perhaps, the most interest realm of its application is gauge

theories. Yang-Mills hamiltonian n jj" Sfl*\ IC'
t
 •+&;/* X

is simple only on the surface. In fact, resolving of constraints

'D'f-sO results in the essentially nonlinear hamiltonian where

coordinates and momenta are sophistically entangled rather simi-

lar to the (Г-model hamiltonian (see, e.g. ). When quanti-

zing this hamiltonian, the same ordering problems as in (P ~mo-

del appear. Just as in (7~-model there is no golden way to quan-

tise the Yang-Hills theory. The most natural way to do it is to

follow the Dirac prescription which consists in quantizing the

unconstrained hamiltonian and subsequent tmpos,r\a of the opera-

tor restriction !D{ £"• Y(A{)~0. The alternative possibili-

ties exist, however, which cannot be logically excluded.
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Рог the supersymmetric Yen-Mills theory our procedure can be

followed to obtain the SOSY-preeerving quantum hamiltonian. This

hamiltonian appears to coincide with the hamiltonian which follows

from the Dirac prescription. A detailed analysis of this interest-

ing question will be presented in a forthcoming work.

I am indebted to M.i..03.ehanetslcy, M.A.Shifman, Yu.A.Simonov

and i..I.Vainehtein for useful discussions.
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